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Description
"Orphan pages" is a VERY useful tool if your users are actively creating new pages. It helps the admin keep everything accessible and tidy and structured.

But to my regret, it is viewable to all, which is no good idea. Sometimes the admin may decide to not make a new page publicly viewable for some reasons, by simply not indexing it, but via orphan pages everyone can still see and view it, unless that particular page gets explicitly blocked.

Therefore I propose that orphan pages be either coupled to tiki_p_edit (only users with that right can make practical use of orphan pages anyhow (preferred) or have adjustable permissions of its own so I can limit it to registered users.

And btw, I my opinion orphan pages should not list the start page as orphan, because that one has to be orphan. Or make that adjustable as well...

Thanks
Hman
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Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Hi hman
Interesting idea, don't think that's ever come up before but shouldn't be too tricky as you say, however i wouldn't want it coupled to tiki_p_edit as i can think of scenarios where people would want non-editors to be able to see orphaned pages (i think), so a new perm would be better, will try and do it one day (after some of your other bug reports ;)

Thanks!

hman 03 Feb 20 16:50 GMT-0000

Thanks alot for your support!

Hman
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